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AI•STR^CT.--Currentlyacceptedparadigms that demonstrate numerous parallels between
human language learning and species-specific
song acquisition fail to accountadequately
for recent findings on avian vocal learning. Human socialmodeling theory, with its emphasis
on live, interacting tutorsto effectotherwiseinhibited learning, may provide an appropriate
framework for understandinga wide range of avian vocal behaviors,particularly the flexible
strategiesof song acquisitionobservedin speciesgenerally thought to have restrictionson
their learning capabilities.Social modeling theory also is proposedas a consistentschema
for relating additional human and avian learning behaviors,and as a means of providing
cluesas to which aspectsof songmight serveas isolating mechanisms.Received
10 April 1984,
accepted
20 May 1985.

UNDERSTANDING
the acquisition of commu- acquire only conspecificvocalizations, and to
nicative competence has been a persistent the time-independent acquisition of vocalizaproblem in behavioral research, particularly tions in speciesgenerally recognizedashaving
with respectto the vocal mode. Similarities be- a limited "sensitive"period for learning. Sectween human
and avian vocal behaviors
and
ond, through a reexamination of previous findthe possible parallels between the underlying ings, I demonstratethat socialmodeling theory
is a consistent schema for relating additional
mechanisms governing their development
(Marler 1970, Petrinovich 1972, Shiovitz and
human and avian vocal behaviors. Finally, I
Lemon 1980, Nottebohm 1981, Marler and Pesuggesthow the types and degrees of social
ters 1981a, Payne et al. 1981) have led to the interaction needed to effect exceptionallearnsuggestionthat the processes
involved in avian ing may provide clues as to which aspectsof
vocal learning may provide models for the song could serve as isolating mechanisms.
study of human language acquisition. Rarely,
however, have human psychological studies
"ExcEPTIONAL" SONG ACQUISITION AND
been applied to understanding developmental
SOCIAL MODELING THEORY
processesin birds. I do not purport to examine
Wild birds can be divided into roughly two
all the human psychologicalprocessesthat may
provide functional parallels with song acqui- groups with respectto vocal behaviors:(1)
sition; however, I propose that human social specieswith learning generally restrictedto
modeling theory, with its emphasison the ef- species-specific
vocalizationsor confined to
ficacy of live, interacting social tutors, is well limited sensitiveperiods(for somespecies,
both
suited for analyzing the factorsinvolved in the factorsare significant;seeMarler 1970,Kroodsdevelopment of a wide range of avian vocal ma 1981),and (2) species(e.g.mimids,sturnids,
behaviors,particularly in light of recent find- psittacids)that can continuouslyincorporate
ings that question the ability of currently ac- into their repertoiresnumerousdiverse acouscepted theories to characterizeadequately the tic patterns(Borrorand Reese1956, G/ittinger
mechanismsof song acquisition (e.g. Baptista 1974, Howard 1974, Tenaza 1976, Dowsett-Leand Petrinovich

maire 1979, Feekes 1982; for reviews see Dob-

1984; Kroodsma and Pickert

1984a, b).
I will focus on three issues. First, I consider

kin 1979, Kroodsma and Baylis 1982). However, reportsexistof particularbirds of the first

how human social modeling theory may provide a basis for understanding "exceptional"
song acquisition. This term refers both to the
incorporation of allospecificsongs,syllables,or
phrasesinto the repertoire of birds thought to

group that have demonstrated exceptional
learning in field and laboratorysettings(Bap-
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tista 1972, 1983; Kroodsma 1972, 1973; Borror

1977;Baptistaet al. 1981;Kroodsmaet aL 1983;
Slater 1983a; Baptistaand Petrinovich 1984;
The Auk 102: 854-864.
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Kroodsmaand Pickett 1984a;Payne et al. 1984; not remarkable:suchlearning doesnot involve

van Buskirk1984;seealsoKroodsmaand Baylis overcomingany inhibitory mechanism.Over1982). In eachcase,exceptionallearning seems coming strong inhibitions toward allospecific

facilitatedby the presenceof a live, interacting song learning, however, is likely to require a
tutor, and the acquiredvocalizationsapparent- live, interactingtutor in the presenceof behavly are employedas effectiveforms of commu- ioral constraints--e.g.such situationsmay ocnication (Baptista 1974, Dobkin 1979, Kroods- cur in allospecificsong matching for possible
ma 1981, Cooper and Murphy 1985). However,

these reports fail to posit underlying mechanismsor a theoreticalframeworkto suggest
why
socialinteractionsare particularly effectivein
enabling a bird to learn allospecificsongor in
extending the learning period. Presently acceptedparadigms
(seeMarlet 1970)suggest
only
that exceptionalsongacquisitionshouldbe an
inhibited behavior, regulated by limited sensitivephasesand restrictivesensorytemplates.
Thesemechanismsalsoare presumedrelevant
for the developmentof human communicative
competence.
The paradigmto be examinedhere
doesnot disputethe validity of thesemechanisms, but seeks to extend them to account for

observedexceptionalbehaviors by drawing
parallels to principles derived from human
psychologicalstudies.Specifically,might the
proceduresfor circumventing these mechanismsin humansfunctionequallywell in birds?
There is substantive evidence that live, social

territorial defense (Kroodsma 1972, Dobkin
1979, Krebs and Kroodsma 1980, Morton 1982)

or during the sensitivephasesof young birds
in the wild that are exposedonly to allospecific
song (Baptista 1974, Becker 1977, Kroodsma
1981). Similarly, for specieswhere acquisition
appearsstrongly limited by sensitivephases,
subsequentlearning also should require a live
referential tutor [e.g. the White-crownedSparrow (Zonotrichia
leucophrys);
Baptistaand Petrinovich 1984; see below].

Becausecapacities for, and constraints on,

songacquisitionare best viewed along a continuum, the particular features of the socialin-

teraction crucial for exceptionallearning are
likely to differ among species. Immelmann
(1969) found that a nurturant interaction (feeding) was particularly effective for learning in

Zebra Finches (Poephilaguttata); Mundinger
(1970) suggesteda similar mechanism for call
learning in cardueline finches. Bandura and

interactionswith other humansare necessary Huston (1961) found that children who interto overcomeexistingstronginhibitions toward actedwith a highly nurturantmodelwere more
specificlearning tasks.Moreover, the more in- likely to imitate her behavior than did children
hibited the targetedbehavior,the more intense with whom the same model had interacted in
and referential must be the social interaction
a "distant" manner. In contrast,Baptistaand
to effect change.Researchersin socialmodel- Petrinovich (1984) observedsignificant learning theory (Mowrer 1966;Bandura1969, 1971a, ing in White-crowned Sparrows during ag1977)havedemonstratedthat tutor videotapes, gressiveinteractionswith the allospecificsocial
and even verbal instruction

without

concrete

tutor (see below). Bandura et al. (1963) showed

referents(i.e. without contextualapplicability),
may be as effectiveas live, interactinghuman
tutors for teachingnaturallyoccurringbehaviors or thosefor which only slight inhibitions
exist.But training behaviorsfor which the subject has strong inhibitions (e.g. phobias:Ban-

that childrenreadilyimitateaggressive
acts,but
additional human studiessuggestthat the influenceexertedby a socialtutor may be a function of the degreeand not the type of emotional arousalof the participants(Bandura 1977).

dura and Menlove 1968, Bandura et al. 1969,

termine which featuresmay be relevant for a
particular avian species. In White-crowned
Sparrows,for example,the presenceof a live
tutor had no majoreffecton songdevelopment
duringor after the generallyacceptedsensitive
phasefor learning if the pupil/tutor ratio was
high and the aggressiveinteractionsbetween
pupilsand tutorwere limited (Cunninghamand
Baker1983). Thesedata contraststronglywith
the findingsof Baptistaand Petrinovich(1984),
in whose study pupil/tutor interactionswere

Litvak 1969,Rimmand Mahoney1969),or those

for which the subjectmay not be developmentally ready (Whitehurstet al. 1974,Brown
1976), requires the use of live, interacting
modelswhoseactionsare stronglyreferential.
Thus, for birds that appear to have a predispositionfor species-specific
learning,choiceof
conspecificsong from a selectioneither of con-

specificand allospecifictutor tapes or of live
tutors (see Kroodsma1978, 1981 for reviews) is

However, experiments can be designed to de-
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far less constrained

[Auk,Vol.102

and on a 1:1 basis. Subse-

bet can be considered a territory worth defending; a competitorneed not be observedto
be perceivedas a threat. Productionof neighbors' territorial songs is most likely to cause
interruption of their foraging or mating (Morton 1982), and such songsare also likely to be
bestadaptedfor soundpropagationin a given
territory (Hansen 1979). Furthermore, a bird
may obtain reliable information as to the
whereaboutsof a sympatric allospecificcomconspecificrepertoire may be correlatedwith petitor by matching the undegraded song he
an overall reduced selectivity toward what is has learned to sing to the degree of degradalearned, i.e. a weaker innate template. Such a tion in the song heard (Morton 1982). In conspecies,like the Marsh Wren (Cistothorus
palus- trast, there would be little selectiveadvantage
tris), would therefore have fewer inhibitions,
in learning allospecificcourtship song except
and consequentlycould learn allospecificvo- under considerable social interaction or constraint.
calizationseven from tutor tapes.
quent experimentscontinue to provide data on
the aspectsof the social interaction that affect
learning for this species(seePetrinovich 1985).
For specieswith sizeable repertoires, a live
tutor may not be necessary for exceptional
learning. This behavior is also consistentwith
socialmodeling theory: Kroodsmaand Pickett
(1984b) suggestedthat the extensive learning
capacityrequiredfor a speciesto acquirea large

Evidence

from

studies

with

both

communi-

cative and noncommunicative humans (Brown

NONEXCEPTIONALSONG ACQUISITION AND

1976,Schuler 1980)and with psittacids(seebeSOCIAL MODELING THEORY
low) also suggestsa correlation between the
efficacyof modeling and the referentiality, or
Mimetic birds.--Socialinteraction may affect
contextual applicability, of the modeled act. what is learned even by habitual mimics. Such
Under certain conditions, strong referentiality possibilitieshave been of particular interest to
in the componentsof the modeled act may me in teaching an anomalousform of vocal becommunication
in Encompensatefor a model that is not strongly in- havior--referential
teractive (Bandura et al. 1963; Bandura 1971a, glish-to an African Gray Parrot (Psittacuserib). This seems consistent with the ability of thacus; Pepperberg 1981, 1983, 1985). This
some avian speciesto acquire allospecific fea- speciesis well known for its ability to reprotures of territorial songsbut not of courtship duce non-species-specific
sounds.I was the first
songsfrom tapes.For birds such as the North to demonstrate referential, communicative use
American warblers (Parulinae, Muscicapidae), of such sounds(Pepperberg 1979, 1981, 1983)
which appearto usedifferent songsin different and, interestingly,to makeextensiveuseof live,
contexts (Ficken and Ficken 1967, Morse 1970, interactive (human) tutors. The study subject
Kroodsma 1981, Kroodsma et al. 1984; cf. Lein
now employs English vocalizations to request,
1978), referentiality in conjunction with the refuse, identify, categorize, or quantify more
presenceor absenceof a live tutor may differ- than 60 items and has acquired functional use
entially affect learning of the different songs. of "no" and phrases such as "come here," "I
When
hand-raised
Chestnut-sided
Warblers
want X," and "wanna go Y." In previous stud(Dendroicapensylvanica)
were tutored with tapes ies, mynahs and parrots failed to exhibit sigof allospecificvocalizations,the songsthey de- nificant vocal learning when training of nonveloped were all classifiedas"territorial" ("un- species-specificvocalizations was performed
accented,""type II"; Kroodsmaet al. 1983).Al- either with tutor tapes in social isolation
ternatively, a wild Chestnut-sidedWarbler that (Grosslightet al. 1964, Grosslightand Zaynor
appearedto learn a songfrom live Indigo Bunt- 1967, Gossette1969) or through live vocal repings (Passerina
cyanea)seemed to use this vo- etitions by humans with no active, referential
calizationasa courtshipsong("accented,""type aspects(Mowrer 1958). Todt (1975), however,
I"; Payne et al. 1984). If threat or territorial de- successfullytrained African Gray Parrots to
fenseis indeed enhancedby songmatching(see produce, and possiblycomprehend, varied huKroodsma 1979), then there may be a selective man vocalizationsby using a procedure that
advantagefor birds to learn allospecificsongs involved two live, interacting human models
the vocal behaviors
to be acwith strongly referential componentseven in to demonstrate
the absence of a live tutor: an isolation chamquired. Recently, auditory exposure has been
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shown to produce mimicry in starlingsonly
when presentedin conjunctionwith socialinteraction (West et al. 1983).

Outsideof the laboratory,the effectsof social
interactionon learning in mimetic birds is less
clear. Certain allospecific vocatizations of
mockingbirdsseem to be learned during aggressive interactions with other species (see
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1980; Baptistaand Morton 1982; Payne 1982,
1983; possibly also Snow and Snow 1983).
Mundinger (1979) presented tentative evidence for similar

effects of social status on call

learning in cardueline speciesduring flock integration. While the adaptive significance of
suchbehavioris not yet resolved(Payne 1983,
McGregor and Krebs 1984), children who emHatch 1967;Glase,as discussed
by Brenowitz ulate peer modelsthat exemplify successfulso1982; and Baytis 1982), and much of the ob- cial behavior are able to achieve and maintain
servedvocal mimicry of lyrebirdsand bower- a significant rise in sociometricstatusand peer
birds may be of aggressiveor predatory alto- acceptance(Hansen et al. 1969).
But what happenswhen no single model is
specifics(Robinson1975;seereview by Klump
and Shalter 1984).Might thesebirds, like my- presentedas "superior," and the modeled pathahs and starlings,be incapableof significant terns are diverse? Evidence from human studvocallearningin socialisolation(e.g.seeHatch ies predicts behavioral innovation (Bandura
1967)?Note that anecdotalreportsof extensive 1971a,b, 1977). Birdsthat normally have large
learning of human vocalizationsby psittacids repertoires,when exposedequallyto many songs
through ostensibly nonreferential procedures during their learning period, might therefore
inevitably describe strong social bonds be- be expected to exhibit considerablevocal intween the avian subjectsand their human tu- novation [what Marlet and Peters (1982c) term
tors (Amsler 1947, Hensley 1980). Previous "invention"]. Marlet and Peters (1981b, 1982a)
failuresto inculcatenon-species-specific,
refer- observedsuch innovation in Swamp Sparrows
entialvocalizations
in mimeticbirdsmight have (Melospizageorgiana)that were presentedwith
been closely connectedto the choice of train- a large number of equally emphasizedsongs
ing procedures and not due to inherent limi- on tape. Kroodsma (1978) and Kroodsma and
tations in the avian subjects.As is the casewith Verner (1978) found that although hand-reared
certain learning in humans(seeBandura1977), SedgeWrens (Cistothorus
platensis)did not copy
it seems necessary to use social, referential specificsongsfrom tutor tapes,they did develmodels that actively demonstratethe interac- op repertoires similar to those found in wild
tive responses
to be acquired(Pepperberg1981). populations. Such vocalizations could repreNonmimetic
birds.--Sociallearningtheoryalso sent an innate componentof the repertoire, but
suggestsparallels between other human and might they instead be innovations based on
avian vocal behaviors. In these instances, social those heard on tape? Similar mechanismsalso
interactionappearsto facilitateor occasionally may exist in Yellow-eyedJuncos(Juncophaeoto modify--rather than significantlyalter--the notus; Marlet 1967), Zebra Finches (Immelcourseof development.For example,somepos- mann 1969, B6hner 1983), Northern Cardinals
itive correlationbetweenhigh modelstatusand (Cardinalis cardinalis; Lemon 1975), Common
efficacy of acquisition (rate and amount) of Nightingales (Lusciniamegarhynchos;
Todt et at.
modeled behavior was found in humans (Mis- 1979), and Marsh Wrens (Kroodsma and Pickchel and Liebert 1967; Bandura 1973, 1977). Be- eft 1984a, b) when modeled patterns are dicauseavian vocalizationsmay provide an in- verse.
dication (to malesand to females) of the relative

In humans, a familiar live model will often

"vigor" or "fitness"of the varioussongstersin facilitate learning when other attempts fail
an area (Kroodsma1976, 1979;Catchpole1980; (Litvak 1969, Rimm and Mahoney 1969, BanMcGregor et al. 1981; Yasukawa 1981), it is of

dura 1971a, Snow 1979); data on avian vocal

interest

learning suggestthat certainspeciesare incapable of significant learning withoutlive tutors

to examine

which

birds

serve as vocal

models in the wild. Payne (1978, 1981) and
Payneand Payne(1977) suggestedthat a "fit," (Thielcke 1970, 1972; Price 1979; see also Slater
"strong,"or "respected"male (as,for example, 1983b).Sometimesa live tutor may simply be
demonstratedby age or the quality of his ter- a more effective stimulus: certain birds are likeritory) is more likely to be a model than a "sub- ly to learn more from live tutors than from
ordinate" male (see also Krebs and Kroodsma tapes,and somebirds choosesongsof live tu-
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tots over those presented via tape (Waser and
Marler 1977; Kroodsma 1978, 1981; Todt et al.

1979; Payne 1981).

Studiesin human socialmodeling alsohave
demonstratedthat behaviorsacquiredthrough
modeling proceduresmay not be produceduntil particularcircumstances
(e.g.developmental
maturity, appropriate social context) release
such learning (see Bandura 1971b). Similarly,
birds are able to store vocalizations

learned

from

[Auk, Vol. 102

human languageacquisition(seede Villiers and
de Villiers 1978), but there is significantevidencefor the efficacyof a live,interacting
tutor
who uses concrete examples [see Rosenthal et
al. 1970, Whitehurst

et al. 1974, White

1978,

Snow 1979;Walker (1981) even suggeststhat
humanlanguageis "wired into" a receptivearea
of the brain through differential activation of
certainneuronsby "social-linguistic"
input].An
even strongercasecan be made for the efficacy

models for long periods prior to production of live models for the instruction of second
(Baldwin 1914, Grosslight and Zaynor 1967, languagesin adults.Whether parallelsactually
Kroodsma and Pickett 1980, Marler and Peters

1982b). Even some females that normally do
not sing have this storagecapacity,becauseappropriate song may be produced under hormone treatment (Bakeret al. 1982,Baptistaand
Morton 1982).As there appearto be neural areas
of specializationin the arian brain for this storage ability (Nottebohm 1981,Nottebohmet al.
1981, Kroodsmaand Canady 1982), the behavioral similarities may justify using these arian
speciesas animal models for the human processes.[Note that stimulus-evoked production
from long-term storagecapacitymay be consistent with findings on White-crownedSparrows
that (1) switch dialectsin successiveyearsand
(2) may be "bilingual" with respectto dialect
early in the breeding season(seeBaptista1974;
Petrinovich et al. 1981; Marler and Peters 1982a,

c; Baptistaand Petrinovich 1984).]
Superficial similarities appear to exist between human infant babbling and vocal pre-

cursorsto arian song(Marler 1970,Marler and
Peters 1977). While the preciserelationship between the human babbling or "practice" period during the onsetof vocal learning and the
emergenceof understandablespeechis yet to
be ascertained(de Villiers and de Villiers 1978),

in humans the overt rehearsal operationsincrease retention of behaviors acquired from a

exist between sensitive phasesfor vocal learning in birds and humans (Marler 1970, Lenneberg 1973), a general belief is that secondlanguage acquisition,much like exceptionalsong
acquisition,does not occuras readily or as easily in adulthoodasin youth. But severalstudies
suggest that acquisition of communicative

competence(if not phonologicalaccuracy)in a
secondlanguageis greatly facilitatedin adult
humans by live, interacting socialtutors (Asher

and Price 1967, Snow and Hoefnagel-H6hle
1978, Snow 1979, Scarcella and Higa 1982).
Baptista and Petrinovich (1984) proposed a
similar mechanism for "bilingual" birds or
those that switch dialects in later years. The

assumedadvantageof early exposureto a second languagemay be, in part, a consequence
of the type, rather than the time, of exposure:
children are likely to be exposedto language
in an interactive, modeled form, as opposedto
the static(nonreferential, repetitive) classroom
situations generally employed with adults
(Asher and Price 1967, Ervin-Tripp 1981). In-

terestingly,children exposedto a secondlanguage only through television fail to achieve
communicative competence(Snow et al. 1976),

but adultswho learn in interactivesettingsappear to achievecompetencecomparableto, and
occasionallysurpassing,that of children.

model (Gerst 1971, Bandura and Jeffery 1973,
Bandura 1977). Whatever the neural or neuro-

DOES SOCIAL MODELING THEORY HAVE

muscular processesinvolved, "babbling" periods thus appear consistent with modeling
theory predictions,and may serve as aids to
memory and recall in both arian and human

PREDICTIVE VALUE?

Researchon arian vocal learning has demonstratedthe existencenot only of restrictive
subjects.
innate templatesand sensitiveperiods,but also
of the socialforcesthat quite often act to nullify their effects.Much of the value of social
"SECOND LANGUAGE" ACQUISITION
modeling theory lies in its ability to integrate
Noninteractive modeling (e.g. use of tapes, these apparently incompatible features into a
pictured models, etc.) has been questioned as consistentmechanismfor songacquisition.Soan effectivetraining procedurein normal(first) cial modeling theory alsomay provide predic-
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tions for the role of restrictive song development in variousassortativematinghypotheses:
by integratingfeaturesof socialinteractionand
the songtemplate-sensitivephasehypothesis,

modelingtheory may provide cluesto which
aspectsof a species'vocal repertoire serve asan
isolating mechanism.
Most attemptsto correlate certain featuresof
song with speciesrecognition have relied on

measuresof song invariance.Although those
songsor song features used in speciesrecognition are usually among the leastvariable in
a repertoire,many suchinvariant featureshave
been shown not to be used for speciesrecognition by the birdsthemselves(seeBecker1982).
Furthermore,

researchers often have failed to

separatetwo subtle aspectsof invariance, one
basedon strongrestrictionsas to what can be
learned and when learning can occur,and one
derived from a limited availability of suitably
referential, interactive alternative models.

These considerationslead to the hypothesis
that invarianceof songfeaturesperseis not the
relevant factor in determining speciesisolation, but rather that information on speciesrecognition is related to the degreeto which inhibitions exist either toward incorporation of
allospecificelements or toward changesin vocal behavior after initial acquisition.In this hypothesis,the isolatingmechanismmay consist
of specificsongparametersthat can be learned
or altered only in the presenceof a live tutor
under

intense

referential

social

interaction.

Other song features that are relatively invariant under normal conditions, but that could

be affected by less interactive or referential
means,probably would not be used in such a
manner.

This hypothesismay be relevantfor the present debate over the use of song dialect as an
isolating mechanism in the White-crowned
Sparrow (seeBaker et al. 1984, Baptistaand Petrinovich 1984,Petrinovich and Baptista1984).

The particular aspectsof song used for malefemale communicationin this specieshave not
beendetermined;someresearchers
suggestthat
dialects may serve in this capacity(e.g. Baker
1982, Baker et al. 1982). The prediction from
socialmodeling theory is that dialectsshould
not act directly as an isolating mechanism,at
least with respect to male-female communica-

tion. Although dialectsare specificto a given
locationand relatively invariant within that location,any dialectcan be learnedfrom tape by
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hand-raisedjuveniles from any other location
(Marler 1970, Baptistaand Petrinovich 1984),
and dialectsmay not be as resistantto change
as previously thought (Petrinovich et al. 1981,
Petrinovichand Baptista1984).Aspectsof song
otherthan dialect are likely to be important:
allospecificsong in the White-crowned Sparrow, which appearsto occur only in the presence of live, strongly interacting tutors, could
put a male at an initial disadvantagewith respectto female recognition.Note that this hypothesisdoes not exclude dialect from acting
as an isolatingmechanismin other ways,such
as with respect to territoriality (see above); it
does, however, suggest that parameters employed in male-male(intra- or interspecific)interactionsare likely to be distinct from aspects
used for male-female communication (Becker
1982).

Tentative supportfor theseideasalsomay be
drawn from studies of two often sympatric
species,Swamp Sparrows and Song Sparrows
(Melospizamelodia). Marler and Peters (1977,
1981a,b) exposedhand-raisedSongand Swamp
sparrows to tapes of conspecific,allospecific,

and syntheticsong;the syntheticsongswere
various combinations of allospecific and conspecificsyllables,syllable arrangements,song
structures,and timing patterns.Neither species
learned songsfrom tapesof normal allospecifics.However, certain aspectsof song,often different for each species,were acquiredfrom the
synthetic tapes, while others were not. Interestingly, allospecific aspects that were not

learnedor were only partiallylearnedfrom tape
(suchas song structure)appearedto be at least
weakly correlatedwith aspectsused by adults,
especially females, for species recognition
(Searcyet al. 1981). Clearly, further study is
needed to determine just how the predictive
power of socialmodeling theory corresponds
to specificelementsof song acquisition.

SUMMATION

In both obviousand subtle ways, many factors influence learning abilities in birds and
humans.Differencesexistin the degreeof plasticity of learning in different avian species,in
learning abilities of individual humans and
birds, and certainly between most human and
avian behaviors.Nevertheless, I proposea synergistic relationship between human social
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modeling and avian vocal learning. Through
detailed investigationof both, interesting parallels may be found that might aid in the understandingof each.Future investigationsmust
examinethe adaptive significanceof the effects
of social interaction

on various

•,

iors.
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